AMEX Enabled Test Laboratory Accreditation Program

This document details the pre-requisites for registering for the AMEX Enabled program, for each of the following types of Test Laboratory:

Labs for Chip Card Products:

Labs for Mobile Products

Labs for HCE Products

Labs for Point of Sale Products
Labs for Chip Card Products:

Labs: Card Contact Level 1

Laboratories conducting Level 1 contact certification services for Card products.

Before registering, laboratories should have the following accreditation / audit:

- Valid EMVCo Accreditation for L1 Contact and Contactless Type Approval
- Valid EMVCo Card Approval Working Group (CAWG) Audit

Labs: Card Contactless Level 1

Laboratories conducting Level 1 contactless certification services for Card products.

Before registering, laboratories should have the following accreditation / audit:

- Valid EMVCo Accreditation for L1 Contact and Contactless Type Approval
- Valid EMVCo Card Approval Working Group (CAWG) Audit

Labs: Card Functional


Labs: Card Security

Laboratories conducting security evaluations of American Express Card products.

Before registering, laboratories should have the following accreditation / audit:

- Valid EMVCo Accreditation for Security Evaluation for Card and Mobile.

Labs: Physical Card

Laboratories conducting physical testing services for American Express Card products.

Before registering, laboratories should have the following accreditation / audit:

- The laboratory must be able to demonstrate the ability to perform ISO 7810 and 7816 testing.

Data Classification: AXP Public: Information that can be shared with the general public and may be distributed over public networks. In general no special confidentiality controls are required


**Labs for Mobile Products**

**Labs: Mobile Functional**

Laboratories conducting functional evaluations of mobile products.

**Labs: Mobile Security**

Laboratories conducting security evaluations of mobile products.

Before registering, laboratories should have the following accreditation / audit:

- Valid EMVCo Accreditation for Security Evaluation for Card and Mobile.

**Labs: Mobile Contactless and HCE Level 1**

Laboratories conducting Level 1 contactless certification services for mobile products including UICCs and HCE.

Before registering, laboratories should have the following accreditation / audit:

- Valid EMVCo Accreditation for L1 Contact and Contactless Type Approval.
- Valid EMVCo Card Approval Working Group (CAWG) Audit.

**Data Classification: AXP Public**: Information that can be shared with the general public and may be distributed over public networks. In general no special confidentiality controls are required.
Labs for HCE Products

Labs: HCE Functional

Laboratories conducting functional evaluations of HCE products.

Data Classification: AXP Public: Information that can be shared with the general public and may be distributed over public networks. In general no special confidentiality controls are required.
Labs for Point of Sale Products

Labs: Expresspay Terminal Level 2 (contactless)

Laboratories conducting certification services for Level 2 Contactless approval.

Before registering, laboratories should have the following accreditation/audit:

- Valid EMVCo Accreditation for Contactless Type Approval.
- Valid EMVCo Terminal Approval Working Group (TAWG) Audit.

Data Classification: AXP Public: Information that can be shared with the general public and may be distributed over public networks. In general, no special confidentiality controls are required.